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1. PROBLEM AND RESULT 
In this contribution we investigate a class of semilinear elliptic boundary- 
value problems in an infinite strip B = ((x, JJ)/X E IR, y E (-4, i)} which 
contains Long-Yih’s equation4escribing permanent waves in density- 
stratified channels (cf. [6, lo])-as well as some model equations for viscous 
fluid flow between concentric cylinders [2]. Specifically the problem is as 
follows 
a*u/ax* + a*u/ay* + IZa( y)u -f(A, y, u) = 0, 
u(x, f 4) = 0. 
(l-1) 
Here, A is a real parameter, f and a are real C-functions of their arguments 
(r > 1) which satisfy 
a(y)>09 NY)fO- 
f(L Y, 0) = 0, Vf(J, Y, 0) = 0. 
We are interested in nonperiodic bounded solutions, and a good place to 
look for them is near the lowest point of the continuous spectrum of the 
linearization about u = 0 in (1.1). To be specific consider the eigenvalue 
problem 
(1.2) 
then, for small A, all eigenvalues o(A) are negative and there is a unique A0 
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such that oi(&) = 0 and ok(&) < 0, k > 2. We denote by rp, the 
corresponding eigenfunctions normalized by (o, , pPk) = 1, where 
Quite obviously Au + Lau = 0, u Ian = 0 has bounded solutions exactly for 
1> A,, and in this sense we may consider A,, as the lowest point of the 
continuous spectrum. It will be shown that 1= &,, u = 0 is, under generic 
conditions, a bifurcation point of nonperiodic bounded solutions, in fact, we 
shall show that one parameter suffices to unfold the singularity in the given 
symmetry class. In particular, as already indicated above, the results on 
permanent waves in density-stratified channels as developed by Long (61, 
Ter-Krikorov [9] and Turner [lo] will display themselves as natural conse- 
quences of this approach. 
Without the explicit y-dependence, Eq. (1.1) has been treated at length in 
[2]. Among other results we have shown there that, if A,,, u = 0 is not a 
“vertical” bifurcation point, then “singular” solutions bifurcate from (A,, 0) 
to the right and singular means constant or nonperiodic. The method 
requires certain symmetries of f which are always satisfied if f does not 
depend on derivatives of u. These symmetry requirements are complete 
analogues of so-called reversibility conditions well known in the theory of 
dynamical systems (cf. (71). 
In contrast to [2] we use a dynamical approach which was already 
applied in some earlier papers on finite dimensional analogues of (1.1) 13,4]. 
However, I conceived the full power of this approach only during some 
stimulating discussions with J. K. Hale, to whom I am deeply indebted. The 
paper of Renardy [8] has a somewhat similar spirit, but uses scaling and an 
implicit function argument instead of the center manifold. All quantitative 
results presented here-except uniqueness-could be derived by Renardy’s 
method as well. For the finite dimensional approximations ee also [ 5 ]. 
In order to describe the results in more detail without too many 
technicalities I use an intuitive language which has the spirit of the final 
approach without the details. 
Define the differential operator 
where 
A(A) G -i3*/ily2 - Aa 
and where the domain of definition D@(A)) incorporates the boundary 
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conditions. The spectrum Z of &‘(A) is discrete and related to that of A(A) as 
follows: 
J&d(A)) = {p E C/p’ = --CT u E &4(1))). 
Hence it is symmetric to the imaginary axis. Recalling the definition of A, 
under (1.2) we see that, for A= Lo, two simple eigenvalues meet at 0 and 
move, for A > A,,, onto the imaginary axis, from which the other eigenvalues 
are strictly bounded away. Set 
u 
w = au/ax ( ) ’ F(A, w) = (,,Ip., u) 1; 
then (1.1) yields 
dw/dx = d(l)w + F(A, w) (1.3) 
which has to be solved for all x E FL Observe that & and F are reversible 
with respect o the reflexion R: u -+ u, u, + -u, ; i.e., 
d(A) Rw = -R&(A)w, F(/l, Rw) = -RF@, w) (1.4) 
holds for all w. Hence, if w(x) solves (1.3) so does Rw(-x). 
Moreover, the symmetry of Z(&(Iz)) with respect o the imaginary axis is 
an immediate consequence of the reversibility. Since the situation to be 
discussed is determined by the two eigenvalues of smallest modulus and by 
the nondegeneracy condition (1.6) and since u, is simple, one parameter 
suffices to exhibit the full qualitative picture. Denote the (real) spectral 
projection to the eigenvalues *i\/;;; = p* , by P and set Q = id - P, 
w, = Pw, w2 = Qw. There exists, near A,, w = 0, a locally invariant, two- 
dimensional C-center-manifold w2 = h(A, w,), which contains all x-bounded, 
D(.d)-small solutions of (1.3) and which satisfies 
h(L, 0) = 0, V”.h(l, 0) = 0. 
Thus these solutions are described by a second order equation which is 
easily seen to be of the form 
u:l + a,@) u, =f,@, UI + h(u, 1 ul)), (1.5) 
where u, = (u, p,), f, = (f, cp,). The residual components are given by 
w* = h(l, w,). 
If f is of the form 
f = a&., JJ) uk + higher order terms 
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and if 
a,=(a,(A*),p:+‘)fo (1.6) 
then the situation is easily discussed. Assume ak > 0; then, if k is even, 
(A,,, U, = 0) is a bifurcation point of homoclinic orbits existing in a full 
neighborhood of A,. In particular, for 1 < 1, they satisfy lim,,, o. U, = 0. If 
k is odd, then (A,, U, = 0) is a bifurcation point of heteroclinic orbits existing 
for A > 1,. If CQ < 0 then the direction of bifurcation is reversed in both 
cases. 
These results for the reduced equation (1.5) carry over to the boundary 
value problem (1.1). Hence, for ak > 0, and k even, (&, u = 0) is a point of 
b@mation for nonperiodic bounded solutions satisfying 
lim .X+*00 u(x, Y) = @J Y), 
where QO( y) = 0 for I < A,. For il > lo, CD,, is the unique nontrivial, x- 
independent solution of (1.1). If k is odd, there are exactly two x-independent 
@ * of (1.1) and there exist bounded nonperiodic solutions of (1.1) satisfying 
lim x+im u(x, y) = Q*(y) resp. Qr( y). 
The solutions are unique up to translations in x. 
Of course all assertions hold only in a suitable neighborhood of 0. Global 
results should ,be expected but are not yet known. The case k = 2 leads to the 
existence of permanent waves for Long-Yih’s equation. Generalizations are 
possible as long as the corresponding system (1.3) is reversible and satisfies 
the spectral conditions; e.g., f may be a function of U, and u, if its growth is 
at most polynomial in these variables and if it is either even in u, or odd in 
(u, u,,). Moreover, the Laplacian may be replaced by higher order elliptic 
operators if supplemented by appropriate boundary conditions which 
guarantee the simplicity of the principal eigenvalues. 
In the next section we shall give a proof of the center-manifold theorem 
which is essentially a copy of a proof for the finite dimensional case by 
Chow and Hale [I]. In the last section we discuss the asymptotics in some 
detail and describe the application to Long-Yih’s equation. 
2. REDUCTION VIA CENTER-MANIFOLD 
In this section we reduce (1.1) to a two-dimensional problem via a center- 
manifold-theorem. Its formulation as well as its proof are, besides the spaces 
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used, a true copy of those given by Chow and Hale in [ 11. We include them 
for the sake of completeness. Finally we draw some conclusions from the 
reversibility and the special form of our nonlinearity. 
Consider the eigenvalue problem (1.2) and denote by ai resp. (pj( y, h) 
the eigenvalues resp. eigenfunctions with the ordering u, > uz > ... and the 
normalization (9,, 9,J = Sj,. Observe that, since all uj are simple, the depen- 
dence of uj as well as 9j on 1 is as smooth as it is for the coefficients of 
(1.2). In our case they are real analytic functions of A. Define 0 = R x J, 
J= (-4, f), and denote by fi its closure. For u E H&(fi) set uj = (u, 9,j). 
The spaces used are defined as (k = 0,2) 
Xk E H;,,(fi), 22 = x2 n (u/u la* = O}, 
yk E {(“j)/uj E HPoc(R)9 II UllYk.K < Co 19 
where K c R is an arbitrary compactum and the seminorms in Xk and Yk 
are given by 
Observe that Yk depends on 1 (uk and 9k do). X” and p as well as d’ and 
Y2 are topologically isomorphic via 
s(n)’ (uj(x)) w f uj(x> (pit YV n)* 
j=l 
This isomorphism is C” since Ck,j> I (uj - uk)-’ < co uniformly in 
bounded L-intervals. To see this observe that 
(ok - uj>(9k? 9jA) = -(‘(Dj, (Pkh j+ k, 
(2.1) 
holds, where coj(., A) is considered in Ho(J) or H’(J) and (pjA denotes its 
derivative. Parseval yields 
Il~j*l12=)il(ulk~~j~)2~a2~j~uklu,)" 
J (2.2) 
a = sup 14 YIP IIPII = (93 9)“2. .I 
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Therefore we obtain, for u = (uj), 
h-‘(S(L + h) - S@))(u) = 1 UjtpjA(., 2) + 1 ujuj, 
i j 
where 
'j= 1 1 (coj*(',~+th)-~j*(.,~))dt, 
The following estimate holds in any bounded A-interval I: 
Hence (2.2) implies that the remainder 2 ujuj tends to zero with h uniformly 
in I. For higher derivatives prove an identity similar to (2.1) and proceed 
then as above. Besides some slight technicalities, the proof for Y* is the 
same. 
Since we construct solutions which are small in the norm (e2 = (1,0)) 
II 24 Ilk = s:P II 41XUj’ Kj= [O, l] X [-f, i] +je,,j E Z, 
we may multiply f by a cutoff-function and thus assume that 
where C&4; B) denotes the C-functions from A to B with bounded 
derivatives up to order r and Ci c Cj, contains all f with IfI and IV’] less 
than E. We shall dispose of E > 0 later. Since X2 c C”(a), f defines a C’- 
map from R X X2 into X0. 
In Xk we define the closed subspaces 
Z:= (zl EXk/existsuEXk:z,=(r4~,)a,,), 
Z: = 
I 
z2 E Xk/exists 24 E Xk: z2 = 7 (24, fqj) qj . 
,T2 I 
THEOREM 2.1. There is an e. > 0 such that, for all E E (0, co), 
1 E (lo - E, A., + E), f E F, there exists an h E CL(R x ,Fc ; C#?*; Z$)) with 
the following properties: 
(1) h&f J(O) = 0, Vh(&f) = 0. 
(2) The manifold 
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is invariant under (1.1) for all 1 and f, i.e., given any solution u such that 
(u,(x),ul(x),h(l,f)(ul(x), ulGN=b,, 
for x = 0, then the relation holds for all x E R. 
(3) All solutions u E *‘for which llzzl10 < co are contained in IV,,/. 
ProoJ Choose h E CL(lR x F,; C#?‘; 2:)) with 
W, f NO) = 0, Vh@, f W = 0 
and use the notation 
hb,,4)=hh(&f )(u,,uI), 
f(u,, h) =f@,y, u,v), + h(u,, u;>>, f’ = DJ 
The initial value problem 
4’ + al@> u, =f,(u,, h(u,, ul>), u,(O) = r, 9 u;(o) = rz (2.3) 
determines u,(x; r, I, f, h) uniquely. The following estimate holds: 
Iu,I < llj (c, + c,em’“‘). 
Moreover, on bounded x-intervals, u, is a C-function of its remaining 
arguments (cf. Theorem 3.1.1 in [ 11). To obtain estimates set, e.g., 
U ,,, = D,u, and obtain 
where h, and f: are evaluated at (u,, h). For < = 0, ulh and ui,, have to 
vanish. Since f; is small through the choice of E,, we obtain, using 
Gronwall’s inequality, an exponential estimate with an exponent 8(s) with 
B(E) -+ 0 as E -+ 0. Similarly for all other derivatives D* up to the order r. 
For each x, D” is an 1 al-linear, real valued map defined on products of 
normed linear spaces and thus carries a natural norm I(. II. We have 
11 D%, II < (c2 + c3 ItI) es(‘) Ix’, (2.4) 
where the constants are independent of x, <, I (in a bounded interval), f and 
h. We choose E, so small that 0 < 8(s) < u&l) holds for j > 2 and all A. 
The residual equations are uniquely solvable for bounded solutions. Using 
the Green’s functions 
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Gk(t)=-&e-Q’ for t > 0, 
k 
G/J-f) = G/JO, fk = (-a,@))“* 
we obtain for k > 2,... 
(2.5) 
u/((x) = fin Gktx - 0 fk@, ZJ, , h) dt. (2.6) --m 
Observe that, if fk = e “lXrgk, where g, E L,(lR), the following estimates are 
valid: 
I Uk(X)I * G c4 JR d/r,@, - 0 (2.7) 
In view of u; + crkuk = fk we obtain (uJ E Y* and thus .z2 E Zz. We define 
the mapping 
T: R x Fc x C;(iR*,Z;)+ C;(IR*,Z;) 
via the identities (k > 2) 
where u, is taken from (2.3); thus Tk is the value of the unique bounded 
solution of u{ + crkuk = fk at 0. Tk is C’ in its arguments and so is Tin view 
of (2.7); this also shows the boundedness of all derivatives. For r = 0, u, = 0 
hence h(u, , u;) = 0 and thus T(A, fT h)(O) = 0; similarly V, T(I1, f, h)(O) = 0. 
Furthermore 
T&0,0)= 0, D,T(A,O,O)= 0. 
Hence; the equation h - T(I1, h,f) = 0 yields, in some neighborhood of 
(A,, 0, 0), a unique solution NJ, f) with property (1). 
We fix A,f and suppress their explicit notation. To show (2) let II be a 
solution with u,(O) = r,, u;(O) = r2 and z,(O) = A((, , r2); then uk satisfies 
(2.6). Using (2.5) and the autonomy of (1.1) in x we obtain 
co 
Uk(X) = I GkW f&4 6, W’, u’;)) dt, -cc 
where C,(t) = u,(t; u,(x; <), uj(x; <)). Hence zz(x, .) = h(u,(x; <), u;(x; LJ). 
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For the proof of (3) we assume u to be a solution of (1.1) with ](z2 ]I0 ( 00 
and (u,(O), u;(O)) = C$ ~~(0, .) = v. Then U, and z2 satisfy the equations 
For sulliciently small sO, < determines u,, z2 uniquely. However, there is a 
unique solution ~7 of (1.1) with (u’,(O), $(O)) = & Z;(O, .) = h(r) which, in 
view of (2), satisfies ]]z~]],, < co and hence 9 = h(r). Q.E.D. 
Remarks. 1. The above theorem could be proved also if f depends on 
U x, uY and has polynomial growth in these variables. Equation (1.1) is rever- 
sible if f is even in U, or odd in (u, u,,), meaning f(A., -u, ux, -u,,) = 
-f(A, U, ux, u,). In this case h is even in u; resp. odd in U, . For the proof 
restrict h to the corresponding symmetry class. 
2. If f has the form 
f@, y, u) = a,(& y) uk + h.o.t. 
for some k > 2 and for small ] u ], one obtains h(r) = O(] <lk). The proof just 
requires restriction to the class of h with Dy h(O) = 0, 0 < [al < k. 
3. The use of the cutoff-function in the proof of Theorem 2.1 restricts 
its application to the original problem (1.1) to small ]]u]]~. To be specific, let 
u be a solution of (1.1) with ]]u/]~ so small that f(A, ., U) coincides with its 
original value even after cutting-off (bound is uniform in 1 and y) then u 
satisfies 
Hence for small ]]u]]~, (1.1) is reduced to the ordinary differential equation 
(2.8a). Furthermore, if f depends on U, and u, and is reversible then, 
according to Remark 1, (2.8a) has the same symmetry structure. (A,,, 0) is a 
point of bifurcation in {A,,} x 2: of (1.1) (2: = A?* n {u/l] u]lz < co}) if and 
only if it is a “vertical” bifurcation point of bounded solutions for (2.8a). 
Therefore, Theorem 6.5 in [2] could be derived from (2.8a) directly. 
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3. APPLICATIONS 
As pointed out in the preceding section, all solutions of (1.1) which are 
small in the norm ]I. )I2 are determined by the second-order equation (2.8a). 
In this section we study this equation in some detail for 
f(L, y, u) = a,(L, y) nk + higher order terms, 
where k >, 2 is an integer. Assume that 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
If ak < 0 the changes in the bifurcation picture are straightforward and are 
therefore left to the reader. The case k = 2 has some concrete applications in 
the theory of permanent waves in density-stratified channels which will be 
described at the end. 
Remark 2 implies that (2.8a) reads 
uy + a,(A) u, = aku: + h.o.t. 
We are interested in solutions for which 
lim u,(x) = c,(J) x-*-a, 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
exists. Of course, c,(J) satisfy 
a,(~>c = “t-i@, W)(c, 0)). 
For L + A, the only solutions tending to 0 are c,, = 0, 
c, = fy if k is odd 
=Y if k is even, 
where 
Il(k- 1) 
The points (y, 0) resp. (-7, 0) are saddlenodes, whence we conclude that the 
only nonconstant bounded solutions of (3.3), (3.4) which bifurcate at (A,,, 0) 
are homoclinic orbits for k even and heteroclinic orbits for k odd. We have 
uniqueness up to translations for k even and at most two solutions for k odd. 
It remains to prove existence (for related ideas see Renardy [S]). For this 
purpose we set 
a,@“) = *e2, EX = r, u*(x) = &2’(k-1)u(q 
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and obtain 
Vk[ f v = akVk + O(E). (3.5) 
We treat k even and +-sign and leave k odd to the reader. For E = 0, (3.5) 
has a homoclinic orbit V for which 
lim V(r) = (l/a,)“+” 
I+*a, 
Without loss of generality we may assume V to be even. Set v = V + I’, and 
obtain 
H(V,,c)= 1’,11+(1 -kaJ-‘) V,+O(V:+c). 
Consider H as a mapping from CL x IR + CL, where 
C”, c (v E Ck(lR)/v even, ?\% v(x) exists}. 
We have (see Remark 1) HE Cr(CL x IR; C”,) and H(O,O) = 0. 
Furthermore D,, H(0, 0) is an isomorphism, where 
K,& D,,H(O, O)p= tilt +@ 
and p(r) = 1 - ka, Vk-‘(c) + 1 - k G /3, exponentially for ItI + 00. 
To prove the isomorphy, observe that Vr solves K, Vi = 0. However, since 
it is odd, it does not belong to the kernel of K,. Moreover V,,(O) # 0 holds. 
Define the mapping (A c) c, W by 
W,,+P,W=.ft 
I, w = W,) - T W,(&l) = c, 5 = (-&y2. 
It is an isomorphism from IR x CL to CL, as can be easily verified. Since 
I/3 -/?,I is small for large values of r, we obtain, using a contraction 
argument, a unique solution V, (<; c) of K, V, = 0, I, V, = c for < > &,. 
Since it solves a linear equation, V, can be continued to all < > 0. Moreover, 
since I, Vs # 0 for all to > 0, we can write 
v, (t-: cl = v, (4, 1) + Y v,(r). 
The constant y is uniquely defined by the requirement hat V, JO, c) = 0. 
Therefore, there is a unique solutin of K, V, = f for r > 0 whose derivative 
at 0 vanishes. Set 
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then PE CL, and p solves K, 8= f uniquely. Hence existence is shown for 
(3.5). 
If we choose a,(n) = -e* we have a homoclinic orbit V with 
lim V(c)= 0 
l-iw 
and thus j?(r) + -1. Here we can work in spaces C&,0 of functions with 
o(x) + 0 as [xl+ co. Hence we obtain solutions of (3.5) for small 1 cl tending 
to 0 at infinity. 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume (3.1) and (3.2); then there exists a S > 0 such 
that 
1. If k is even there exists, for each A: (A - L, I < 6 a bounded, 
nonperiodic solution uJ of (1. I), unique up to translations in x, which 
satisfies 
lim IXI-rW u,(x, Y) = QA( Y) 
for A > & 
=o for I<& 
uniformly in I y I < +. 
lim UIA(X/E) 
E-r0 E2/(k-l) = V(x), 
lim UA - UIA’PI e2/(k-1) = 0, E’O 
(3.6) 
where s* = a,(J) sign@ - A,), 9, is the unique x-independent solution of 
(1.1) bifurcating from (A,, 0). 
2. If k is odd there exist for each A E (Jo ; 1, + S) two bounded, 
nonperiodic solutions ui of (1. l), unique up to translations in x, which 
satisfy 
lim u~(x,Y) = @i(y), I-*CC 
,$& U.i(X,Y) = @G(Y) 
uniformly in I yl< f and also (3.6). @i are the unique, x-independent 
solutions of (1.1) bifurcating from (Lo, 0). 
As a concrete application we treat the existence of permanent waves in 
channels with density variation. L! = R x (-4.4) describes the channel tilled 
with an inviscid fluid with velocity components (U, v), pressure p and 
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density p, the gravity g acting in negative y-direction. We look for waves 
which move with constant speed c in the x-direction. In a moving coordinate 
system the stationary Euler-equations describe the flow. Assuming “nondif- 
fusivity” and introducing the stream-function w by 
wy = d&4 wx = -&-Jv (3.7) 
one obtains Long-Yih’s equation (for details of its derivation cf. [9] or [IO]) 
(3-g) 
Here H is the total pressure, constant along streamlines, which is given by 
H = p + fp( u* + V’) + pgy. (3.9) 
Prime denotes a derivative and d the two-dimensional Laplacian. There is a 
trivial solution 
(3.10) 
where q is the density distribution at infinity. Given q then p(v) and H(W) 
are known functions. Since they depend on v only we have 
P(V) = 4( Ye(W)), 
H(W) = p’(Yo(W)) + &P(v) c* + P(W) svO(W)~ 
(3.11) 
where 
p’= -g .’ 
1 
q(s) ds 
-l/2 
and y,(w) is the inverse function of (3.10). Setting w = v. + u we obtain 
Au + V(Y, u; c) + U(Y, u; c) = 0, 
24 I&! = 0, lim 24 =O. IXl’ao 
(3.12) 
The last condition requires the wave to approach a uniform motion with 
speed c at infinity. The terms in (3.12) are defined as follows: 1= g/c*, 
rl = Yo(V0 + u), r = 4’/4i 
P( Y, Yi c) = -c(rl - Y) r(tt)v 
Y( Yv u; c) = -4wtl) - r(Y))- 
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Clearly, 0 =/I( y, 0; c) = y( y, 0; c) holds for all y and c. The linear and 
quadratic terms in u are given by 
p, = -s’, c~~,=s”+s’~/4,s=logq, 
y. = -P/4 - P/2, 4c&7, = s”’ + s’s” 
(3.13) 
and we obtain 
A/3 +y = (Wo +Yo)(Y)U + (VP, +Y,>(Y) u2+ WY, u>, 
where I;@, y, u) = O(u’) uniform in y and bounded I-intervals. Observe that 
the dependence in 1 is somewhat more general than in our previous 
considerations. However, if we assume & > 0, i.e., q’ < 0, and not identically 
0, @I0 + y,, > 0 for sufficiently large I, then o,(A) increases strictly with ), 
and a critical J, exists. Then, the analysis is the same as before. We have to 
check the condition 
6 = ((UP, + Yl), VP:> < 0 (3.14) 
for A near A,. In case that 6 is positive the bifurcation picture is reversed. 
If (3.14) holds we can apply the first part of Theorem 3.1. In particular, 
there exists, for I < I,, a solution of (3.12) unique up to translations in x, 
which bifurcates from (A,, 0) in R x Hp,,(II. 112) and whose behavior near 
(A,, 0) is described in (3.6). 
As an example take p to be constant except for a small transition region. 
This case was treated by Turner in [lo]. We choose a small b: 0 < b < 4 and 
take q so that s = log q satisfies 
s’=O for lyj>b 
= -u+2\/;li-a for lul<b, 
where we require that A2 > a. Then we obtain 
a + Yo = 0, IYI > by 
= a, lyl Gb, 
vzio, + YI = 0, IYI > b, 
= &‘2q - yc, lyl<b. 
Let a, satisfy 
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Then for each c with c4 < g2/a there exists a left-neighborhood of a, such for 
each a in this neighborhood there exists a unique 11. J/,-small solution of 
(3.12). Its behavior near (1.0) is given by (3.6). 
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